Audio Amplifier LM386-1
4-12V

Speaker

Audio In

Build your own Amplifier

Project ideas

Build your own mini-amplifier and use it with a
smartphone, computer or a musical instrument – or use
it as an audio amplifier in your other projects.

Using a Coca-Cola can, build a soda can guitar amplifier!

Both a standard 3.5mm audio connector and prototype
friendly Dupont connectors are included.
Detailed assembly instruction makes it easy to build,
even for beginners. All components as well as the
circuit board are sourced from original manufactures,
and are premium grade level.

Using a wood or paper box, build a small portable
speaker for your smartphone or computer!
Build a loudspeaker by connecting a microphone to the
audio-in port!
Visit us at www.protoriam.com for more project ideas!

Tools Needed

Help and Support

You only need a standard soldering iron, some
soldering wire, and a wire cutter to assemble the kit.

Visit our webpage www.protoriam.com or contact us at
contact@protoriam.com

Assembly Tips
Assembly Tips

Components should be mounted on the top-side of the board (the side that has the
text/markings indicating where the components should go).
In general, the best way to assemble a board is to start by the smallest/shortest components
(for example, resistors), and then proceed to taller components. Finally, solder any
connecting wires (for example, to speakers or power sources).

WARNING: The mounting direction is critical for some components, for example electrolytic
capacitors, LEDs, and chips such as the LM386.
For capacitors and LEDs a long leg indicate the ‘+’ side of the component. This should be
fitted to the ‘+’ hole on the board.
For ICs, a small notch indicates how the component should be mounted.

Electrolytic
Capacitor

LED

LM386
Chip

Step-by-Step Assembly Instruction
Step 1: 3.5mm Audio-In

Solder the 3.5mm Audio-In connector to the
board.

Step 2: R1, R2

Solder resistor R1 and R2 to the board.

Solder capacitor C6.

Step 6: C1, C2

Solder the C1 and C2 electrolytic capacitors
to the board.
Pay careful attention to the direction of the
capacitors. The long leg should go into the ‘+’
marked hole on the board.

Solder the LM386 IC to the board.
Pay careful attention to the direction. The
small notch on the chip should align with the
small notch on the board.

For tips on soldering, visit:
www.protoriam.se/soldering.

Step 3: C6

Step 3: LM386

Step 4: R3, C3

Solder resistor R3 and capacitor C3.

Step 7: R6, LED

Pay attention to the direction of the Red LED.

Step 5: VR1

Solder the volume/onoff control potentiometer
VR1 to the board.

Step 8: Finished

You have now assembled a complete
amplifier – time to connect it and play some
music!
Note: The remaining components (R4, C4,
C5, C7) are optional, see next page.

Connecting the Amplifier
Step 9: Speaker

Step 10: Battery/Power

Connect a speaker element to the “SPKR”
port. If the speaker has a Red wire/connector,
then connect that to ‘+’. If not, you can
connect either of the wires to ‘+’. Connect the
other wire to ‘-‘.

Connect power to the “PWR” port. We’ve
included a 9V battery connector that you can
solder to the board. Solder the red wire to ‘+’ ,
and the black wire to ‘-‘. Then connect a
standard 9V battery.

Step 11: Audio In

Finally, connect the amplifier to a music
source and turn up the volume.

Optional Improvement Steps
Step 12: Improved Volume Control

Step 13: Bass Boost

Step 14: Power Supply Noise Reducer

Solder resistor “R5” to the board.

Solder resistor “R4” and capacitor “C4”.

Solder capacitor “C5” and “C7”.

This will give a more natural feeling to the
volume control – it will be easier to adjust it
for lower volume settings.

By doing this, the amplifier will boost the bass
tones of the music.

If you are using a different power supply than
an alkaline battery, for example a powerbank
or a USB charger you may experience noise.
C5 + C7 will eliminate that noise.

Kit Inventory
Identification1

Placement2

Required3

Value

Type

Spare

1x

PCB Board
LM386-1

-

M

-

PCB

-

1x

Green Ink

R3

M

10 Ω

Resistor

Multicomp
MF25 10R 1%

3x

No Ink

R1, R2, R6

M, M, OI

2 kΩ

Resistor

Multicomp
MF25 2K 1%

1x

Blue Ink

R5

OI

3.3 kΩ

Resistor

Multicomp
MF25 3K3 1%

1x

Red Ink

R4

OI

10 kΩ

Resistor

Multicomp
MF25 10K 1%

2x

470 µF

C1, C2

M, M

470 µF

Electrolyte
Capacitor

Nichicon
UKW1C471MPD

1x

100 µF

C5

OI

100 µF

Electrolyte
Capacitor

Nichicon
UHV1V470MDD

1x

473J

C3

M

47 nF

Polypropylene
Capacitor

KYET
PE473J2A0502

1x

333J

C4

OI

33 nF

Polypropylene
Capacitor

KYET
PE333J2A0502

2x

104J

C6, C7

M, OI

100 nF

Polypropylene
Capacitor

1x

B10K

VR1

M

10 kΩ

Potentiometer

1x

LM386

LM386

M

LM386

IC

TI
LM386N-3

Below R6

M

2V RED

LED

Lite-On
LTL-4222

M

3.5mm
Audio-In

Audio-In
Connector

XKB
PJ-327A0-SMT

9V Battery
Connector

Battery
Connector

-

Dupont
Connector

-

Items

1x

Visual

1x
1x

PWR

1x

PWR, SPKR,
AIN

1

Color or other marking on component or component package to aid in identification.

2

Placement position of component on PCB board and in Reference Design.

3

M: Mandatory to solder. OI: Optional Improvement.

Hongzhi
MES104J2A-750R0
Alps
RK09711110EL

Specifications and Reference Design
General Specifications

Audio Specifications

Amplifier Type:
Power Voltage (PWR):
Speaker:
PSRR:

Output Power (High):
Output Power (Good):

Class AB
4 - 12V DC
4 - 32Ω
50dB (C5=100µF)

Reference Design

0.5W (THD=10%)
0.13W (THD=0.2%)

Reference Design Description
1. Stereo audio enters on the Audio-In AIN3.5 connector. Pin 3 is Ground, Pin 2 is Left
channel audio, and Pin 5 is Right channel audio.
2. The purpose of R1, R2 is to join the left and right channel from AIN3.5 into a single
mono audio channel. They also limit the current that can flow between the left/right
channel, protecting the audio source that is connected the AIN3.5 connector.
3. The VR1 potentiometer is the volume control and amplifier power on/off switch.
a. When the volume control is turned to its clockwise stop, the wiper (Pin 2 of
VR1) will be in the maximum volume position (Pin 3 of VR1). The voltage at
the wiper will then equal the voltage at the clockwise stop. All the voltage from
audio-in will be applied, i.e. maximum volume.
b. When the wiper is turned to its counter-clockwise stop (Pin 1 of VR1), then
the voltage at the wiper (Pin 2) will effectively be 0V (grounded), i.e. zero
volume.
c. R5 modifies the linear voltage curve of VR1. Without R5, voltage at the wiper
(Pin 2 of VR1) increases linearly as VR1 is turned towards its clockwise stop.
With R5, the voltage instead increases (almost) logarithmically until it reaches
maximum volume. Human hearing is non-linear - we perceive sound loudness
on a logarithmic scale. Adding R5 will thus make the volume control feel more
natural as well as be easier to adjust for lower volume settings.
4. C6 acts as a coupling capacitor, letting only the audio signal pass through towards
the LM386 chip. Any DC voltage difference is effectively blocked. This is important,
since we do not want to amplify DC voltage – only AC voltage audio signal.
Amplifying DC voltage is wasteful and risks putting the LM386 outside its working
voltage range - leading to poor sound quality and other problems.
5. The amplified audio signal exits the LM386 on Pin 5, and then passes another
coupling capacitor (C2) before reaching the speaker. C2 removes any DC voltage,
protecting the speaker and keeping the speaker cone in a centered position.
6. The purpose of C3, R3 is to prevent any unwanted self-oscillation of the LM386.
Without C3, R3 you may notice that the output signal breaks down (poor sound
quality) at higher volumes. C3, R3 effectively sends (shunts) high frequency
oscillations to ground.
7. R4, C4 filter back parts of the mid- and high-frequency audio signal towards the
LM386, effectively reducing mid- and high-frequency audio volume. This will make
the low (bass) tones more pronounced (but the overall volume lower).
8. C1, C5, C7 acts as bypass capacitors, acting as voltage stabilizers. This reduces any
voltage noise from the power supply, which could otherwise lead to audio output
noise.
9. R6, LED for a circuit that indicates if power is turned on. R6 limits the current going
through the LED, controlling its brightness (and preventing the LED from burning
out).
10. The AIN connector provides a direct path to the VR1 volume control, bypassing the
R1, R2 stereo joining resistors. This is useful if you want to connect this amplifier to
another board, for example a radio or tone control board.

